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About This Game

About Counter-Strike

One of the most influential FPS franchises, Counter-Strike is one of the most popular online games to date. Pitting Terrorists
VS Counter-Terrorists, players face off to complete their objective in round-based combat. Fast paced action blends with

precise, tactical strategy to make for a warzone that anyone can pick up and lets the pros rise to the top.

About Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies

For the first time on Steam, Nexon is making a slice of Counter-Strike history available to everyone! Classic Counter-Strike
action, new modes, new guns, new characters, Free to Play—what else are we missing? That’s right, ZOMBIES! We welcome

you to do your part in cutting down the undead masses. You’ll find plenty of Zombies there in both PvP and PvE flavors.
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Key Features:

▪ Free to Play: Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies has no cost to purchase or any subscription fees, just download and load up to
get started.

▪ Loads of Modes: Zombies is right in the name, and you’ll find both PvP and PvE gameplay featuring all sorts of undead to
kill. Advance through intense Zombie Scenarios that include boss fights, take charge with unique abilities and characters in

Zombie Hero, or lead a team of survivors building and defending your base against continuous zombie waves in Shelter Mode.
There’s much more than just Zombies, over 20 different modes to explore such as Beast Mode, Bazooka Mode, and Football.

For veterans of the series, enjoy offerings from the original Counter-Strike including Bomb Defusal and Hostage Rescue.

▪ Maps: Discover the history of regions and lives torn to shreds by the Zombie menace in the maps of Zombie Scenario. Each
Scenario offers multiple maps to unlock if you can survive its challenges to reveal the conspiracies behind the undead! There’re
over 60 Zombie filled maps to play and master in Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies. We know what you’re thinking. It wouldn’t

be Counter-Strike without de_dust! The classic maps of Counter-Strike are all included from both the original release and
previous Counter-Strike Series.

▪ More Guns: The arsenal is much larger and more diverse in Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies, because you’re going to need all
the firepower you can get to stay one step ahead of those walking corpses. Twelve-gauge staples of putting Zombies down for
good can be had, such as the Double Barrel shotgun or the KSG-12 combat shotgun, but maybe you’re looking to keep some

distance from the dead. Grab an Skull-5 and pop some skulls or the Dual Infinity to slay Zombies with style!

▪ New Female and Male Characters: The living dead are both numerous and diverse in Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies. Most
importantly, you can play as these vicious creatures when you turn to the other side! You’ll find unique skills and attacks in each

of the Zombie characters available all to help you be the best undead you can be. For the living, choose from a variety of
exclusive characters for both Terrorists and Counter-Terrorists, including female characters!

▪ Crafting to Create and Enhance: An exclusive Crafting system lets you improve the weapons you own, or make new guns to
score some of the best armaments in the game. Whether changing the skin, upgrading stats, or seeking a new firearm just play

matches to get the materials you need.

▪ All in the Family: Unite and fight together! The Family system lets you partner up with friends to earn rewards faster and
obtain special gear by playing together in Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies. In addition, use the Family system to share

equipment you own with others in the same Family.

▪ Continually Updated with New Content: We want you in the game! Who else is going to keep these Zombies at bay?! We
are going to be hard at work bringing you more Zombie Modes, more maps, more guns, and more of everything to fulfill all

those corpse killing needs. Make sure to hop into our Steam Community Hub to speak up about the game you want to play and
keep playing.

Please contact Nexon Customer Support for issues related to the game at https://support-counterstrike.nexon.net

Additionally, you can check our privacy policy HERE.

You will need to create a Nexon account to use this page, and to submit a ticket.
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Title: Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Valve Corporation, Nexon Korea Corporation
Publisher:
Nexon Korea Corporation
Release Date: 7 Oct, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel(R) Pentium® 4 CPU 2.80GHz or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 6xxx or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Turkish
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Okay After Played more than 1500 Hours on this Game i can say ....its a Best Counter Strike Game Ever.
Every thing is similar to CS 1.6
But Best Mode Is Zombie Scenario Mode.

I would like to Recommend People to download this Game and Take a Advantage of Being a Counter Strike Lover.

After 8th Feb Update...CSNZ Improved alott from back time update.
New Auction Event makes each and every player has Good weapons and they have the chance to collect them from Auction.

Now Just one thing i want to Say to NEXON\/VALVE\/Game Devs...after removing Mileage Decoder,now there's shortage of
mileages. So,i requsting you guys if you guys Start selling Mileages on Shop. i Will be really helpfull for Each and Every Player
can Use the Auction properly :)

Thank You..... "YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
"YOU HAVE BEEN ENSLAVED BY THE ZOMBIES!!!"
. What a Nice Game!
. Thank you for making the exit game button work.. Pay 2 win af. Oh boy, this was the first Counter-Strike I played, and I can
say its a decent game. It takes 1.6 and adds a few new maps, and a few new weapons, and other minor additionsThe real reason
to play this game is because of the extra modes. Zombie Chase, Giant Zombie, etc. are modes only available in this Counter-
Strike, and all provide good fun.
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Pretty great game, the only thing is missing that you can't trade your guns with your friends.. I like this game because it is a
mixture of original CS1.6 and some Zombie modes. This game is not only for PvP player so also people with not so many aim
can play this in the PvE modes.
. 10\/10 This game is not bad. There is pro's and con's.. 1 is suitable for old crapy pc\/laptop like me. Well thats the pro's. Con's?
Pay to win. Yes its free to play but in order to win, you must pay.. Lots of cash to get supreme weapons. Plus the so called hack
shield if a trash. Lots of hackers still manage to breach in the game. Abusers, cancerous player that love to bug, using vulgar
words, blockers. Plus the support team either sleeping or just ignoring once sending a ticket. It tooks few months..!! Send some
blocker video and hacking video, yet same guy appear everyday like nothing happen. If problem occurs, like now always
diconnect from the game for every 10 - 15mins, nothing happen.. The Moderator aint fix that. Some like morale boost tooks 8
months.. Till now not yet fixed! Is this how you guys treat your customer? We spend money for this game to make this game
alive, yet the service really sucks AF. If asking me why I still play this game? well just look the pro's (crappy laptop). HQ
suppose to be elite player, sitting in ducts in zombie hero and also skywalk.. 100% pay to win games.. Thats all.. Rating? 1\/10..
( 1\/2 over 10). Fun Game to Spend Time With Friends :P
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